Epistasis between ADIPOQ rs1501299 and PON1 rs662 polymorphisms is potentially associated with the development of knee osteoarthritis.
Overweight produces oxidative stress (OS) on the articular cartilage, with the subsequent risk of developing knee osteoarthritis (OA). Associations between genetic polymorphisms related to OS and OA have been reported, but it is currently unknown whether there exist interactions among them that affect OA development. To identify and evaluate interactions between multiple SNPs related to OS in Mexican knee OA patients. Ninety-two knee OA patients were included in the study, which were compared to 147 healthy controls. Nine variants of six genes (PEPD, AGER, IL6, ADIPOQ, PON1, and CA6) related to OS were genotyped in both study groups through the OpenArray system. Epistasis was analyzed with the multifactor dimensionality reduction (MDR) method. The MDR analysis revealed a significant interaction (p = 0.0107) between polymorphisms rs1501299 (ADIPOQ) and rs662 (PON1), with an entropy value of 9.84%; in addition, high and low risk genotypes were identified between these two polymorphisms. The effect of the interaction between rs1501299 (ADIPOQ) and rs662 (PON1) polymorphisms seems to play an important role in OA pathogenesis; so the epistasis analysis may provide an excellent tool for identifying individuals at high risk for developing OA.